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EDITORS' NOTES
The issue you’re holding in your hands right now is small but mighty. It
represents the rebirth of a magazine that contains over two decades of history,
a literary collection named after the waterways that gave birth to Pittsburgh
itself. When I came to Pitt as a freshman in 2013, Three Rivers Review was
the first magazine I picked up and the first club I joined. I thought, I could
make a home here. Imagine arriving to university knowing you want to write
but doubting that you can. You've heard, time and time again, that writing
"doesn't make money." Writing is just a hobby. Writing makes you different.
But then you meet others just like you, people who believe that writing is the
future, people who curate the literary in ways that are so traditional and yet
so very new. Being a part of Three Rivers Review my first year felt just like
that. Like I was finally doing something right.
Then, a year later, Three Rivers vanished. In the end, it was a
combination of factors, none intended but each significant all the same. The
magazine fell into a deep sleep. I kept writing. I kept reading. Along the way,
I met Sammi, who had also been part of Three Rivers before it disappeared.
We studied abroad together in London our junior year, and, in the midst of
sharing stories, thought, maybe we can bring the magazine back.
With that said, we couldn't have done this project alone. The revival of
this magazine would not have been possible without the incredible efforts of
the literary community here at Pitt. So thank you to: Karen Billingsley for her
wisdom, Jeff Oaks for his insight, Geeta Kothari for her unparalleled support,
Kelsey Hughes for her enthusiasm, Collision for their companionship, and,
most of all, the TRR staff for their unfailing dedication and hard work, for
their faith in us even when we didn't have faith in ourselves.
And, of course, thank you Sammi Toner, my long-suffering companion,
for being by my side every step of the way. I'm proud to share the co-editor
title with you on this publication, as I know in my bones that I could not have
done this without you.
Finally, thank you reader, whoever you may be, for picking us up and
giving us a read. I think part of what makes art valuable is that it can be
shared and received by others—otherwise, we’d all just be shouting into the
void, dreaming of an audience that may or may not be listening on the other
side.
Thank you, reader, for being that listener.
Sincerely,
Rikki Li
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Three Rivers Review

EDITORS' NOTES
Hi there. If you’re reading this, then, well, we did it. We brought this
magazine back, which was something we didn’t always think was possible.
During our freshmen year, with Kelsey Hughes as editor-in-chief, Three
Rivers was a safe haven for awkward closet writers like myself. I didn’t speak
a lot, didn’t fully understand why some pieces were loved and why others
were rejected, but it felt good to just sit in a circle and read pieces students
were brave enough to send in. And, at the end of the year, I held a published
magazine with my name amongst others on the title page. It was surreal.
Then Three Rivers disappeared. There was nothing but a few First
Friday readings to attend, and even those were held last minute in the Honors
College. Despite the readings, Three Rivers died out that year and didn’t
publish, nor did it the following year. No one knew what had happened, only
that the once-booming magazine had just dwindled out of existence.
Rikki and I were getting ready to study abroad in London when we
talked about bringing TRR back. It was all talk at first, something to fantasize
about during our slower London nights, but then we landed back in the
States and began planning TRR’s resurrection for real. And we did it.
If you are holding this issue, whether you are a submitter, a staff
member, or a passerby who just liked the cover, I want you to know why
this magazine is here. It came from late nights and shots in the dark, favors
and confusions and collaborations TRR hadn’t considered before. And we
needed all of them. We needed the leaps of faith and last minute decisions
because they led us here, in your hands, in this book wrapped in a meaningful
photograph Rikki and I deliberated over for hours because we care. We’ll care
after we’re gone, graduated and missing our time spent with pizza crusts and
empty juice cartons and copyedited pages strewn around us.
Thank you to Jeff Oaks for being our faculty advisor, Karen Billingsley
for being the god of the Honors College, Chris Chirdon for giving me a flash
course in website design, and the staff of Collision—especially Kim Rooney
and Leland Cacayan—for working with us and supporting us when we were
at a loss for what to do next. Thank you to Kim Pisula at Sheridan for working
with us through our page-count changes and paper stock deliberations, and
most of all, thank you to the staff who stuck with Rikki and me through this
publication. Thank you for signing up at the Activities Fair, for coming to
the events and meetings that didn’t always have food. You guys made this
possible, each and every one of you.
And finally, thank you Rikki Li. Thank you for the late-night
collaborations and the hair-graying moments, for sticking with me through
London and coming out of it still believing that this was a good idea. I keep
searching for a clever literary way to say this, but simply put, you are my
partner in the good, the bad, and the literary. Thank you.

In any case, I guess a wrap up is in order. I hope you enjoy what you’re
about to read. We broke a lot of ground with this publication and managed
to bring life to something we thought everyone had forgotten about. But we
did it. We brought it back, rebranded, and republished. Here’s to the writers,
editors, publishers, and all involved. I’d say we did pretty damn well.
Fairfallen,
Sammi Toner
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Three Rivers Review
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Christine Schauer

ON THE TEMPORARY TATTOO OF FRIDA KAHLO

When you sit down to the uneven table angled in the kitchen corner,
its cheap laminate and wobbly legs, flanked by two windows, their blinds,
their screens, their metal bars, sunlight slipping past steamed clouds to
address the temporary tattoo on J’s bicep last night, you are not trying
to comment on the artist. You are not assembling a metaphor from a
temporary tattoo. You are searching for the exact words to say
later that tattoo was tucked against someone else’s ribs, J’s right arm
pressed against another person’s side in a bed, nested in gray cotton
sheets, vinyls stacked in the corner and prints pinned to the walls. You
wanted to reveal a piece of yourself without having to mention either
of them at all, but you have not found the trick to it yet. You wanted to
say you are lonely without having to write it down.
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ONGOING MOVEMENTS

On the mantle, a glittering vase of
cloth daisies, drooping with dust,
and the piled books, spelling out
loss in names: an Anne, a Sylvia,
		
an Alexander.
There is the uncertainty of the stair
railing and the reliable scrape of the
door closing, asking: “And what shall
		
be done now?”
Taped to the wall, a photograph,
Untitled (Lesbian Bed #8)
scrawled in black ink on its back.
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Changming Yuan

VOCIFEROUS

You hope to make a loud last call that
Reaches
Far beyond itself, on itself, itself reachable—an
Agitated
Whale in the Pacific, cruising under night currents
Yell
As if for an echo, louder than the human ear, un-whale
Like
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Maya Best

TO DRIED WATERMELON

My mother strains your sweat
in the kitchen sieve, enough perspiration
to feed panting dogs. She places
your shriveled body
on the cutting board, wrinkled like
old folk’s fingers. You are
bacon un-striped, pink fleshy gums,
and newborn baby’s feet.
She covers your torso
in saran wrap, closing
your seeded eyes beneath
the film.
Yesterday you stuck to the crowns
of my teeth, lay lethargic
in ceramic bowls. You are
a strange kind of fruit.
You’ve formed
the wildest shapes, lumpy
rolling hills of your fossilized life.
You are an artifact, frozen time
solidified. My mother serves your limbs
for dessert, but I
slip you under tablecloths
at the turn of her back
for the kitty to enjoy.
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Andrew Darlington

YESTERDAY’S PAPERS

We can’t tell the future.
Maybe we can’t tell the past anymore either?

I

t starts with the dead frog. Up-and-overing the garage door and it’s
sitting there looking at him, Mercer Fenwick. It’s been a super-hot
weekend. It must have got itself trapped in there and baked… just slowly
dehydrated. So it’s sitting there, as if mummified.
Then a fall-pipe is leaking beneath the sink, pulsing scummy water out
across the kitchen floor. Time is tight—he’s hunting sealant as a temporary
heal. Marilyn’s flustering around in exaggerated panic, “Mercer, Mercer, do
something.” He’s fascinated by failure; it runs in the family. This is shaping
up to be a great day. She’s found the plumber’s receipt from the previous
catastrophe. He slumps down on the bottom stair, fingers messy with gunk,
and makes the call. A recorded voice: the line has been disconnected or the
business has imploded. Fingers walking yellow pages. This time there’s a lazy
drawl, yes… he can come, an hour, maybe two….
At last, he’s hurry-stumbling the escalator into the tube underworld,
and there’s no free newspaper. I mean, the day’s just totally going to crap. A
bored-stupid ride, forced to see tuned-out fellow travelers wired into various
devices, sitting across from a troll direct from that Gollum movie. Until,
emerging into the city, there’s an old-fashioned newsvendor standing on the
corner of Slough Street. You’ve got to look twice, but yes, the hunched-up guy
in the flat hat is hawking broadsheet copies of the Springville Morning Herald
on the street, just like they used to do. Ignored by the crowd bustling by. So,
why not…? Mercer’s deprived of mindless celebrity goss, reality-TV updates,
terrorist suspects, pervert priests, and political gaffes as Nada Noone defends
his incumbency in the ongoing gubernatorial election. Fumbling for smallchange, but it doesn’t seem necessary. Maybe it’s another freebie launch?
The Springville Morning Herald feels odd to the touch. But turning back
momentarily, Mercer sees the vendor is gone. Or moved his pitch somewhere
around the corner. Thinking about the frog. What a grotesque way to die.
Heat-levels sizzling away its groggy moistness into crisp flakes. Air heatshimmering. Leaving it a frail paper-thin replica. And scummy water seeping
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across the kitchen floor. Water deprivation, and an unwanted excess of same.
No balance. Life out of kilter, dropping into free fall.
Coffee cures most ills. It’s only later, between calls, that attention
drifts back to the newspaper. And it’s odd—coarse newsprint paper, blackand-white photos made up of visible half-tone dot patterns. Ads for fridges
and old-fashioned TVs. Products he’s never heard of. Flicking back to the
masthead and yes, the date is 9 July 1947. Why is the vendor shoving mockup papers over sixty years old? But the paper is not faded or yellowed, it’s
crisp and new. Is this a promotion for a new film or TV download box-set
series? Or a hidden-camera scam to test reactions… in which case—no
cameras here!
Words bounce around the big wide pages. Christian Dior designs
on the fashion spread. Ex-king Carol II of Romania marries Mme Magda
Lupescu in exile in Rio de Janeiro. The disputed partition of India as the
British withdraw, “Birth Of Two New Free Dominions.” “No Details As RAAF
Captures Flying Disk On Ranch In Roswell Region.” Who wants yesterday’s
papers…? Shrug.
It’s only later, traveling out back to the burbs, that the paper gets even
closer scrutiny, if only to avoid being forced to see tuned-out fellow travelers.
And there, page three, there’s a report of local elections. The new governor is
Nada Noone… wait. Ideas come in a slow pulse. Turn back, there’s a photo.
A blurry indistinct shot of a man in an overcoat and slouch hat shaking
hands and smiling. He’s the new governor. The same man as the current
incumbent. But of course, it can’t be. Must be a father-son continuity, or even
a grandfather dynasty of governors? No need to even get your butt up off the
seat about it. Mercer doesn’t understand this damn thing, but it’s just one
more small nagging irritation in life. Like leaking fall-pipes. And most of his
interior conversations are like this, as sharp and perceptive as an extinctionlevel asteroid.
He phones home ahead. Wasn’t there a 1970s porn video…? The
lonely housewife, the hunky plumber with the big moustache… or was that
SuperMario on the gamebox. Marilyn’s between positions since she was freed
up by local bank closures. Everyone banks online now, don’t they? So she’s
temporarily there for the plumber when he calls to fix the kitchen leak. And
all those small irritations have resolved themselves as the day progresses.
As evening sets in, and the TV drones mindlessly, there’s no need to
even leave the house. Every small town used to have its local newspaper.
There are archives of the Springville Morning Herald online. It’s possible to
flick back through decades. But not as far as 9 July 1947. So, do a search
for Nada Noone, and there’s a Wiki biog and some policy statements. Reelection, but no indication of how many re-elections he’s fought for. Surely
there’s some maximum tenure limitation? Think this through. “Nada” is
Spanish for “nothing.” Noone could also be written no-one!
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You have to be smart to be complicated. We can’t tell the future. Maybe
we can’t tell the past anymore either? Failure runs in the family. By now
Mercer Fenwick is in a hypersensitive state where his whole body seems to
be covered with exposed, frayed nerve-endings, with his mind whirling in a
spiral of nothingness where no coherent thought will stick in place for longer
than a few seconds at a time. This is stupid. It doesn’t matter. But it’s irritating.
Tomorrow, no dead frogs. No kitchen disasters. A freebie tabloid at the
head of the tube escalators. No newsvendor on the corner of Slough Street.
Almost disappointing. At lunch break he heads for Central Library. No, there
are no filed back-issues, but there was once a news-microfiche project where
issues had been scanned in. The librarian seems vague, and has to consult her
superior. Yes, the microfiche is still there. She leads the way into an annex
where the viewer is stored. But it, too, does not extend back far enough…
except for an indexing system of extracted items. A search for Carol II of
Romania turns up no results. Nada Noone turns up no results. “Roswell” is
positive. He scrolls through to the relevant pages, and yes, it’s there. The same
issue. Except page three carries a story about an auto accident resulting in
the hospitalization of the driver and minor injuries to his wife. The feature
fills exactly the column spaces as the Nada Noone story. Which is genuine?
Blowing up the image, there’s a thin mismatch line, barely perceptible without
the closest scrutiny. But the texture-whiteness of the paper is not the same;
the auto accident feature had been superimposed onto the fiche at some later
date.
Roswell was aliens. Everyone knows that UFO Area 51 myth. Were the
incidents connected? Have some details been systematically falsified? And if
Noone, who else?
It’s a full week later that, emerging from the subway, Mercer sees the
old-fashioned newsvendor standing on the corner of Slough Street. A scuffed
hobo-figure ignored by the crowd bustling by, but yes, the hunched-up man
in the flat hat is there hawking broadsheets, just like he was the last time. You
got to look twice, Mercer Fenwick, just to make sure. Then sidle across, never
once losing sight of the man.
“It’s hot out here. You look like you could do with a coffee?”
He looks up. “Would that be wise? You really think so?”
He indicates a Café Vie diner franchise across the road. The vendor
shrugs. Once inside, Mercer orders a white Americano and a mineral water
as an afterthought. Then they retire to an alcove.
“Tell me about Nada Noone. I don’t understand how he can be
continuously in office for fifty years.”
The vendor opens his mouth. Then closes it. He’s not as old as Mercer
had at first supposed, late twenties, no more. But the bumps of tension along
his jaw, the attentive expression, and the sweaty highlights developing around
his forehead and mouth provide clear indication of deviousness. But then
again, he’s seen High Court Judges with the weaselly faces of pickpockets.
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The vendor looks around, to left and right, then leans forward, elbows
on the tabletop. “They control perception. You’ve worked it out that far? They
got a base on Iapetus, moon of Saturn, from where they replace prominent
humans with positronic simulacra.”
“You’re telling me that Noone is a robot?”
“Of course that’s not true.” He picks up a pizza-knife from the table
stand. “If they control your perception, why choose a frigid distant moon
like Iapetus. Why not a Pacific island, a remote desert valley… or right here,
in plain sight in the city?”
Mercer fights the impulse to get up and go, and sips the mineral water
instead. “Why would they do that?”
“It’s a nice planet, but open to abuse. Left to your natural inclinations
there’d be nuclear war or worse, rendering the property worthless.” He saws
the knife-blade playfully across his splayed fingers.
“So you save us from cold war? Thanks for that.”
The knife goes in, a see-saw motion. The index finger severs bloodlessly
between the knuckle and first joint. In crawling horror, Mercer watches the
vendor pick up the amputated digit with his remaining fingers, extend it
across the table, and drop it effortlessly into the mineral water. Transfixed, he
watches the finger re-growing, a pale pink cylinder extending from the stub,
a knuckle and nail forming, patterning in new fingerprints. He looks down
into the glass. There’s a small curled tendril, a flexing tentacle floating in a
hiss of aerated bubbles.
“Drink me, go on. Unlike you, our brain-matter is not concentrated,
but evenly distributed throughout the DNA in all cellular tissue.”
Mercer lifts the glass. No… revulsion hits him low in the gut—he
can’t do it. It’s disgusting. Then he gulps it in one massive swallow. It hits his
tongue, squirming and spasming, coiling and uncoiling up across the roof
of his mouth, suckers sinking into the soft tissue of his palate. Inoculations
drilling up in needles of ice. An urge to projectile vomit, smashed back,
then forward across the table. Vile shocks rip in dizzy waves, canting him
over into darkness. Black. Black. Black. Black stars spinning in white space.
Slow nebulae swimming in silver tides. Acid skies scratched open by black
meteors. A cacophony of cracked voices, hair burning with phosphor. He’s
precipitated into Hieronymus Bosch landscapes convulsing in gravity-waves
of obscene tortures. Narcotic tides of spewing filth, a monstrous war of
infinite factions across time, tentacular limbs threshing across dimensions,
slithering through layers of extinguished reality....
The multi-story overlooks the pedestrian precinct. The high-velocity
rifle hunches into his shoulder. The alien voice speaking in his head. The
ripple still embedded in the roof of his mouth, pulsing its drip of truths.
Directing him to seek out the correct weaponry, to rehearse and perfect what
he must do. The telescopic crosshairs swim into focus. A circle of drones
hover above. Figures move across the public space far below, from city hall
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towards the waiting stretch limo, flanked by blue-toothed outriders with
mirror shades. A familiar figure strides between them. Await the moment,
then squeeze the trigger, slow and easy. The recoil smashes back into his
shoulder….
Nada Noone malfunctions as the projectile smashes away the outer
casing of his head. Circuits and component-spirals spray, in a silicon and
Perspex shrapnel. He glitches, twitches, freezes, and collapses. Flops down
like something deflated. Reality lurches around them in roaring bursts.
Quivers of energy shimmering outwards… each distortion blinks, eclipsing
glimpses of the grotesque transfigurations taking place.
The first drone laser-pinpoints Mercer Fenwick in his last moments of
freedom.
Twenty years later, Harvey emerges into the city; his tablet is down.
No data-feed updates on the ongoing gubernatorial election. But there’s an
old-fashioned newsvendor standing on the corner of Slough Street. He has
to look twice, but yes, the hunched-up hobo-figure in the flat hat is hawking
broadsheets on the street, just like they used to do. Ignored by the crowd
bustling by. So, why not…?
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Jonah Pfeifer

HEROINE

L

isten to the morning around you. Listen to the morning around
you without coffee. Why did you wake up late again? Look in
the mirror; put on the mask. Heroes don’t take days off. Tell yourself and
the imaginary audience who you are. Your name is Lorena Roselyn Urbana
Arquero; Lorena the Archer, Lorena the native Olympian until the day she
dies; you are the heroine of the story, and you need to get your shit together
and walk to work.
Being here is stressful. Descriptions help stress; lists help. Leave
quickly, leave your bed unmade, leave the brushes with dried nail polish and
hair dye on the kitchen counter, leave the empty bottles on the coffee table,
leave this building as quickly as you possibly can before the matted carpet
becomes your bed again.
You’ve barely made it down to the third floor before you hear the offbeat “drumming” of the upturned paint buckets on the sidewalk below. It’s
Scatters. You know it has to be Scatters. Clench your fists and take a deep
breath; today will be a long day and you know it; the imaginary listeners
know it too. The weight of the world is on your shoulders today, just like
yesterday. Go downstairs and just walk past Scatters. Nobody will blame you.
Lorena, get your shit together and walk to work.
It is bright outside; spring has reached the Pacific Northwest and
gripped it with its warm hands. You wonder why it doesn’t get humid here.
That doesn’t mean you like humidity; you’re just surprised. Why would
people want to leave to more humid places? It is bright outside, the windows
in the stairwell reveal as much. Listen to Scatters’s music become louder as
he beats the same dirty neon orange buckets with a wooden ladle he used
to replace his broken drumstick. Reach the ground level. Inhale deeply. Put
your ear buds in your ears. Caravan, Buddy Rich, classic. Turn the volume
up. Lorena, get your shit together and walk to work.
Walk outside. Don’t listen to the morning around you. Just walk to
work, travel to the travel agency, and journey to the journey you’re selling
to other people who can’t even be bothered to physically come in and buy
it. Remember you’re in marketing, people don’t talk to you. Pass Scatters
and try to avoid eye contact; he’ll ask for money. It’s the third Tuesday he’s
played buckets here and the whole building is tired of his artistry. Remember
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what he looks like, an old Italian man with a receding hairline, hair too black
for his ever-increasing age, a distressed Mets jersey, and no real pants to his
name. Remember how he stinks. Remember the word putrid. Remember
what a sewer is. Remember that he is making noise.
Take the wintergreen gum out of your pocket and chew, chew louder
than you ever have before, chew louder than yesterday or the day before that.
Look left at the four-lane street and watch the cars careen towards each other
in a dangerous flight pattern. Ever since Big-Bro-Mateo sent pictures of his
home in New York, cars have always looked like bees with a deliberate flight
pattern. A hive-mind. By walking, you, Lorena the Archer, are challenging
the hive mind. Walk to work.
Feel a tap on your shoulder; more of a heavy, deliberate knock. Turn
around.
Scatters is only holding his ladle. Look at your feet: a drumstick.
Scatters threw his fucking drumstick at you.
Look back up; Scatters’ mouth is moving as he stares at you. He’s
made eye contact in clear confrontation with the heroine of your story. Think
carefully about your next move and take it slow; people are always watching,
and heroes are the ones people agree with.
Smile, always smile. Remove your ear buds; Scatters can’t hurt you
without his drumstick and his noise. Point down at the drumstick; look at
Scatters with a benign look on your face. Receive his smile as he gestures
towards the drumstick. Hear what’s left of his raspy, accented voice, “Hey,
Lorrie, c’mon and bring that over. My arthritis is acting up and I just can’t
bring myself to…” Cut him off.
“If your arthritis is acting up, maybe take a break from playing? I don’t
want you to hurt yourself out here.” Smile, always smile. Tilt your head a bit.
Patting his chest he tells you, “Oh gracias Lorrie, but I got a song in me
that people gotta hear.” A badly timed, sorry excuse for a song that Scatters
wants people to pay him for.
“Mi pobrecito, you’ll be fine. I couldn’t draw when I cut my finger a
while back but I just learned I could put my efforts into something more
productive. Maybe that ladle you have could lead to a good career in cooking,
just an idea.” Turn around and start to walk away; feel the commuters
watching the exchange come to an end.
You hear a voice behind you, “Aren’t you forgetting something,
Lorrie?” Smile, always smile. Turn around and pick up the drumstick. Point it
at Scatters and mimic drawing an arrow on a bow. Look at the hope in his eyes.
Consider taking the drumstick for yourself; it’d be something to use on the
way to work, maybe even at work. Smile at the memory of drunkenly hitting
random street signs with drumsticks on a cold winter night. Legitimately
consider taking the drumstick for yourself just to take it away from Scatters.
Reconsider. Reconsider again.
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Throw the drumstick like a tomahawk axe down the street, hopefully
close enough to Scatters for him to reach it. Smile at him and shrug.
Awkwardly fake a chuckle, “I wasn’t ever good at aiming, sorry.” Make peace
with lying to the homeless man who has been waking you up early for three
weeks and turn around to walk away.
“You know, I bet under that purple hair and fancy dress is someone
who would do the same if she was me!” Take out your phone and write a
note to yourself: clean the sink before the dye stains the ceramic. Send a text to
Max: on my way to work, scatters is being an ASS today. Give one more glance
towards Scatters and feel sorry for the man who is now limping towards his
drumstick before it rolls farther away.
You would not be like Scatters; you are the heroine of this story.
Feel a lighter tap on your shoulder; it is not a drumstick nor is it a
ladle. Glance over your shoulder; it’s your new neighbor Nick. Nick recently
broke up with his longtime partner and won’t open up to you about what they
were like or why they ended. Nick is mysterious and 38 years old, your senior
by 14 years. Nick also has a look of concern. Damn it, Lorena, get your shit
together and walk to work.
“Did Scatters shake you up a bit?” Nick asks with concern. Look into
his eyes and realize Nick is a genuine person: Nick cares about what happens
to the heroine, Lorena Arquero. You can open up to Nick. You don’t need the
mask around him.
“Nah, I’ve just been tired of his banging and I hoped he would’ve
figured it out but he didn’t.” Shrug. “What can you do?” The mask stays on
around Nick, for now. Cars fly behind you, the sound of rubber grinding on
pavement reminds you of rain. You put your hood on just in case the forecast
was right. The phone in your pocket vibrates. Apologetically, tell Nick, “I
have to go, sorry.”
Check your phone, Lorena, it’s probably the damsel in distress herself.
Before you can even see the screen light up, the phone buzzes again. Two
texts:
Max: DUDE SCATTERS IS THE WORST FUCK HIM UP. Have fun
tonight with Mateo, first time since he left right? 7 years!! Can’t talk though,
driving to class.
Carter: Hey robin hood, do you have an update for the temp thing at
your job? I’m still interested just in case you thought I found something else.
You don’t want to reply to Carter and you can’t reply to Max so you
need to keep walking. Max has been going to law school at the University of
Washington earlier and earlier now; she rarely comes as far south as your
apartment anymore. The childhood Max Powers and Robin Hood aren’t the
same duo anymore; you both had to grow up. Max is going to defend the
world while you sell it. Put the ear buds back in and listen to the rhythm
again. Walk with purpose; Scatters can’t make you late for work again. You
are the heroine of this story damn it; Lorena, walk to work.
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Pass the Distillery, the bar whose stockroom you probably emptied
last night. The bartender, Sammy, was nice to you but the weeklong ban
is still going to leave you thirsty. Later tonight, Sammy was going to meet
Mateo, who’s flying in at the perfect time to meet you just as you get home.
Mateo is going to regale you with tales of his new metropolitan life with his
new metropolitan friends and his whole new metropolitan sense of purpose.
Mateo is coming back to Olympia a god; most importantly, he left and he’s
happy. You’ll feel guilty after but Mateo is the embodiment of chocolate
ice cream, or a James Bond movie. And chocolate ice cream is beloved by
millions; that doesn’t make you special. Chocolate ice cream flying back
from New York though, you’d have to be special for that to happen. He’s not
healthy for you or notably good in any way but he’s been a part of your life
since you’ve been able to remember anything.
You open up Twitter and tweet: Why don’t I remember the first time
I remembered something? Scroll through your feed as you cross the street
without looking both ways; it’s filled with pictures of people you met once
who travelled to Europe with their families and lovers. Finish crossing
the street like the champion you always knew yourself to be. Realize how
sarcastic your internal narrative is. Scroll through more pictures of idyllic
vistas throughout the world.
Get jealous; easily. The butterflies are back in your stomach because
they feel left out and caged in. If a butterfly flaps its wings in your stomach it
can make a tsunami in the bathroom. You need to pee. The Distillery is too
far behind you to use. Wait, you can’t go in there for a while anymore.
Damn it, Lorena, get your shit together and walk faster to work.
Heroes aren’t meant to be nervous, Robin Hood never wanted to
vomit when he stole from the rich and gave to the poor. Feel your stomach
shake.
Feel your phone vibrate consistently. Pull out your phone and see
who’s calling. Accidentally answer despite seeing who’s calling.
“Nicole?” You hear your voice echo back from the speaker.
“Lorrie! I didn’t know you had me in your contacts!” Nicole knows
damn well she took your phone and plugged in her number without asking
when your boss introduced her as the new consultant who “is going to save
this company.” Nicole left smudges on the screen. Think about the smooth
sound of the car engine in the background of Nicole’s call. “Listen, I’m
running a little late to the office but I was wondering if you’d want to pick
up coffees for the Marketing team, we had a really good quarter so I feel
like a little pick-me-up would go over well.” Hum in the way people know
to mean yes. “I knew I could count on you, and hey, can you call up Tristian
and ask what he wants? Make sure you get him whatever he wants, everyone
else can just get regular coffee.” Remember that’s what your parents did with
your childhood dog one Saturday, remember coming home from school on
Monday to an empty house.
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Tristian is a nice guy, he remembers people’s birthdays. Nicole is as
nice as any villain who thinks they’re saving the world through their evil.
Saying, “On it, talk to you later,” you hang up on the consultant. Smile, always
smile.
The playground is coming up next, Lorena; if you walk fast you can pass
it before the children scurry into school. Their tan and baby blue uniforms
look co uncomfortable. The idea of going into an ancient brick building from
early hours for a very long time seems so foreign; why should people allow
themselves to stay in one place for so long? Isn’t that what you do; isn’t that
what you’re walking to? Realize how jaded your internal narrative is.
Nod at the two girls passing you, Amber and Justice. They just moved
into the apartment across the hall; they’re evidently coming from the corner
store one block west. The college girls are laughing with each other and
barely notice you. This moment will be the same for the year to come; they
will laugh the same in snow, rain, and sun.
Take a deep breath and get your shit together. Listen to the world
around you, past the vapid drumming jammed in your ears. Listen to the
girls ask each other “Think she’d want to come tonight?” as they look back
towards you. Listen to them not ask, listen to them walk away. Smile, always
smile.
By now you’re losing track of how “far” away the office is. Usually
the walk takes the duration of three songs but Scatters hasn’t left your mind;
Scatters is your arch-nemesis, every good story needs a villain. Nick hasn’t left
your mind; he’s the old recently divorced and-coping-by-being-aggressivelyclosed-off-and-platonic mentor figure. Nick hasn’t left your mind but neither
has the idea that the forbidden fruit might taste bland, sad, and broken.
Amber and Justice haven’t left your mind; should you, can you, be excited
like them again? Mateo Arquero is always on your mind; the two of you will
have fun tonight, finally as equals. Turn around and consider asking Amber
and Justice of their plans tonight; just to be curious of course.
Stop. Turn. Reconsider talking to Amber and Justice. Remember that
you were supposed to call Tristian. Ring ring, ring ring, click.
“Hey Lorena, I was about to call you! I was going to ask if you wanted
to borrow my car tonight to pick up your brother instead of hoping he gets
a cheap cab.” Don’t say anything. Leave him on the line long enough for him
to realize it was a pocket-dial. Hang up. You save peoples’ days, Nicole ruins
them; if you can’t do nothing. Mom taught you and Mateo that. Then Mateo
grew up before you did and moved to New York. Mateo never came back to
save the day like he promised. Today, however, is Mateo’s triumphant return
to Olympia. People don’t go to work on special days like this.
Turn around and start walking.
Walk quickly past Amber and Justice, turn and draw finger guns
at them. Smile, always smile. Spin and keep walking back towards your
apartment. Pass Nick. Unfortunately, get drawn into a conversation with him.
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“Hey Lorena, I thought you were headed out,” you hear Nick over
your music, “or maybe you just bolted from Scatters, huh?” Nick is trying to
be your friend; you feel the pathos of an elderly man in need, even though
he’s nowhere near a hill to be over. Smile and respond.
“I was actually headed back, I felt like I was a little high strung and I
also left some things at home. I just need to almost get out of bed again, you
know?” Nick nods in agreement and pulls out a cigarette. You know what
to do in these situations, you pull out your lighter (even though you don’t
smoke) and offer to Nick. Gratefully he lets you light his cigarette and takes a
heavy drag. Leave before he says another word. Think about whether you lit
his cigarette out of obligation or out of affection. Would you feel for Nick if
he wasn’t hurting? Would you want to, or is his hurt the reason why you even
talk to him? Mateo would know what to do in situations like these; he was
always right about all the high school boys.
Walk quickly past the school, past the Distillery, and walk until you
can hear the familiar crime against ears. Your phone receives a text; it’s from
Mateo:
Something came up. I don’t think I can make my flight. I’m safe, but I
won’t be making it out west this time. Catch you at the next holiday sis. See you
later alligator.
Feel your face tighten, feel your ears get red, feel your cheeks swell,
feel your eyes water. Feel the day slip from your fingers, feel Mateo innocently
lie about seeing you “at the next holiday,” feel this moment occur for the past
nine years and for the next nineteen. Worry.
Lean against the wall around the corner and look at your phone one
more time. Hope Mateo sends another text telling you he’s coming after all.
He always liked joking. New York hasn’t changed him, has it? Respond to
Max while you wait: I’m gonna have a story for you tonight, get ready to hear
about what adventure your heroine had today… Can you please come over?
Mateo hasn’t texted again. Respond: In a while crocodile. You’ll be
missed.
Turn the corner and stare at Scatters. Consider what you’re doing,
Lorena, consider it deeply. Know that you want this more than anything
else in the world right now. Know that you can have this and know that you
have what it takes. Walk back to the entrance to your building, inhale deeply
and clench your fists to spite Scatters’ beats. Turn and quickly take his neon
orange bucket; walk into your apartment, leaving a bewildered homeless
man behind.
Run up five flights of stairs as quickly as you can and silently thank
God for letting you get an apartment with good security. Run into your
apartment and slam the bucket on the ground. Take off the mask. Scream.
Grab the stained brushes next to the sink and walk back to the bucket. Open
the window and beat the bucket with your purple brushes. Scream again,
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scream a third time. Today is not the day to go to work, today is not the day to
lament a lie, today is not the day to spend walking somewhere to walk back,
today is not the day to listen to a homeless man’s music, today is not the day
to pacify a nice co-worker before he’s fired. Today is not the day for you to be
everyone’s hero. Today is a day when you can’t be.
Damn it, get your shit together and beat the shit out of this bucket.
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Interview

GEETA KOTHARI

Geeta Kothari is a woman of many talents; in addition to being a writing
professor at the University of Pittsburgh, she is also the director of the
university’s Writing Center and the nonfiction editor of the Kenyon Review.
A two-time recipient of the fellowship in literature from the Pennsylvania
Council on the Arts, Kothari’s fiction and nonfiction have appeared in
various journals and anthologies, including the Kenyon Review, the
Massachusetts Review, Fourth Genre, and Best American Essays. Her debut
collection, I Brake for Moose, was published in February of this year and
contains stories that examine and illuminate the simmering tensions of
an increasingly globalized America.

THREE RIVERS REVIEW: So first off, congratulations on your recent
publication, I Brake for Moose. How did this collection come to be? It
took nine years, didn’t it?
GEETA KOTHARI: It’s going to sound like hundreds of years. The oldest
story in there is from 30 years ago. It was one of the first stories I wrote out
of graduate school. And there are other stories that I wrote in between that
never showed up in the collection.
I went through long periods of time when I was working on other things.
I’ve written several novels, (laughing) all in various stages of not-doneness or
unpublished. I was doing freelance work too and writing for that. I was also
writing essays, which felt to me not easier necessarily but where my voice
got stronger. I felt much surer of myself in the essays. I think I wrote all that
nonfiction in order to work out the things that mattered to me.
And then thirteen years ago I won the Bellet Award for teaching, and I got a
bit of money from that, and I thought, “Well the thing that would really help
my teaching is to maybe learn more about myself as a writer.” So I went to the
Kenyon Review Writers Workshop, and that really kick-started those short
stories for me. I wrote seven stories while I was there. And out of those seven,
maybe three are in the collection, and then I went back again and I wrote
three more that are in the collection. So I have six stories that just came out
of that workshop over the course of three years. So the reason the collection
took as long as it did was because I wasn’t writing short stories all the time,
and I didn’t think to put the ones I had together in a collection.
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TRR: It just didn’t feel natural to you?
GK: I didn’t really think about it until a friend said to me, after I’d been to
Kenyon three times, “You must have enough stories for a collection by now.”
And I thought, “Yeah, maybe I do.” The other thing that happened, the year
I put the collection together, was I’d set myself the goal of sending out a
hundred submissions. And I was starting to run out of things—things were
getting accepted. And so I thought, “Well if I put this collection together it’ll
count as one of my hundred.” And I figured it would get rejected, but that was
fine because I really, really needed to make my hundred. And I was running
out of things that I wanted to send out. So I did it to meet that goal. I just tend
to sit on things for a very long time and not send them out. If I have a choice
I’ll write instead of getting something ready to submit. You have to decide
how you want to spend your writing time, and if it’s limited you may not want
to spend it researching markets to send your work to or going through the
effort of loading something up into Submittable.
I know some people who are really organized; they have a submission day,
and they do all their submissions on one day, and I am just not that person.
But the hundred submissions worked for me. It’s something, Wendy Call a
writer in Seattle, came up with. Her reasoning is you can’t control who accepts
your work, but you can control how often you get it out into the world, and
she made that the priority. That’s a measure I can understand and work with.
TRR: Did any of your childhood inspire you to write these stories?
GK: Not really. Perhaps mostly for the first story. I did go fishing once and it
was a complete and total disaster. And I wasn’t doing the fishing. The person
I was with caught a fish and it died and I felt terrible. But the thing that
inspired that particular story [“The Spaces Between Stars”] was Oakmont. I
had been to Oakmont for the first time and I didn’t know that you could be
by water if you lived there. And I really love water, I really miss the east coast
because you’re always in spitting distance of a beach, and here I just feel so
landlocked and surrounded by the hills. I feel very closed in.
I just loved this idea of Oakmont, and that’s actually what inspired this
story. The fishing came up later as this uniquely American thing. You don’t
see Indian people fishing There are fishermen who their living fishing,
obviously, but I don’t think I’ve seen anyone in India fishing for sport. I’ve
never heard of it that way, and I just thought, “My parents never talked about
it as something of interest, and how foreign would it be for this character, for
whom everything about her husband is feeling more foreign.
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The only thing I kept from childhood was that I remember watching a boy
on TV who fished and baked his fish in clay in a fire. And I thought that was
really cool and so removed from my urban upbringing. So that image was
something that really stayed with me, this guy with this fish.
And it was the first time I’d heard someone talk about a crick. It was very
exotic to me.
TRR: So how would you describe your relationship to writing?
GK: I feel like this deserves an answer like, “I would describe my relationship
as healthy. Normal.” It’s different things at different times, right? Mostly I
enjoy it. I like sitting down to a regular routine and producing words on the
page. I really enjoy filling my notebooks. I feel it’s necessary; if I don’t write
for a long time during the semester I get very cranky and unhappy. So for
me it’s just kind of a necessary part of my life, which I guess is why I don’t
think of it as having a relationship. It’s just there. And it’s something I do,
and it’s something that makes me happy.
TRR: Not a relationship but a consistency?
GK: I try to write every day. And most of the time I do. If there’s 365 days in
the year, I would write… I would say two-thirds of the time. And if I’m not
working on a particular project, I’ll be writing in my journal. So it’s rare that
a day goes by that I don’t write something.
TRR: What’s the purpose of your journal?
GK: The journal serves many purposes. Sometimes it’s just a to-do list for
the day to clear my head before I start writing. Sometimes it’s where I try
out different ideas. I like to write by hand, so when I’m revising—I wouldn’t
call it journaling necessarily, but I’ll write out revisions. Right now I’m
working on a title for an essay that has to go out today. So I’ll list them. I’m
not generally stuck when I sit down to write in the journal. I usually have
something to say. I try to avoid complaining and use it as a way to reflect on
the day. It’s slower but also is fairly fast. But you can’t go back and delete. You
have to keep going. It’s something about the way your brain processes ideas.
I don’t need convincing, but I feel students do because they’re all raised to
type. They always say, “Oh, I can’t read my handwriting.” Well, learn to read
your handwriting because you might find something of value in there.
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One year in Intermediate Fiction, I had my students keep a journal, three
handwritten pages a day. And I was surprised by how many people wrote
in their evaluations that it was the best thing they did. It seems kind of
basic to me if you want to be a writer, you would keep a journal and you’d
keep a journal by hand. But it might be that, as a generation of writers we’re
assuming—the teachers, that is—that students already know this. I always
tell people to write their first drafts by hand because when you type it you’re
already doing a revision. So what you turn into class has already been revised
once, you’re not just turning in something you produced at the computer.
TRR: So what about your literary publishing class? What can you tell us
about that?
GK: Well it is a class that’s evolving because it began as a class that I co-taught
with Bill Lychack and we had a model that was based on working with Hot
Metal Bridge. And then that model had to change this year, and so I’m trying
to make it a support class for students involved in literary journals on campus
and use that as a way to help other students experience that process of being
an editor, of reading other people’s work for publication. You learn a lot about
yourself as a reader and writer when you see what people are sending in.
When you read for a literary journal you see people turning in all kinds of
things and you realize that there are pieces that speak to you, and why do
they speak to you? It just broadens your sense of what is possible.
TRR: Did you have the idea to create the class, or was it something that
Professor Lychack came up with?
GK: I think it was Bill who suggested it. Maybe also Mark Kemp because
he hears from students what they want. We talk a lot about curriculum
amongst ourselves—Jeff Oaks, Mark, me, the other faculty—it’s a constant
conversation. So things come up and then they kind of fade, and then they
come up again. It was pretty organic. But I’m pretty sure Bill pushed for it.
Also, it seems kind of silly to have an editor for the Kenyon Review sitting
here and not using that knowledge in some way. There isn’t really time in the
actual writing workshops and classes to focus on publishing, and I don’t want
to. I want to focus on writing in those classes because publishing and writing
are two distinctly different activities. Your brain doesn’t need to be thinking
about publishing when you’re writing. That, I would say, is the number one
thing that keeps people from going forward as far as writers and really doing
good work.
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TRR: You think it just blocks them when they start thinking about that?
GK: People get really overly focused on product and forget about process.
Sometimes a deadline’s a good thing, and sometimes writing towards a
certain publication is a good thing. But the focus, especially when you’re
young and developing your voice and your terrain as a writer should be on
writing—focusing on getting the work out into the world before it’s done can
be really damaging.
TRR: So you think your literary publishing class might be a way to show
people that sending your work out isn’t that scary?
GK: I think everyone’s scared of rejection. The great thing is the more
rejections you get, the less you care. And as a writer, as you develop, you start
to see the difference between how you see your work and how someone else
sees it, and not to take it so personally. If you’ve done the best job you can
on a piece of writing and you’ve sent it out into the world and it’s coming
back to you, it’s possible it’s not getting to the right person, right? The person
who will take a chance on it. Not everything suits everyone, and it’s really
important for students to learn that.
One of the things that students always complain about is how creative writing
classes aren’t objective and different professors have different ideas of how to
teach the class or what’s good writing. Why not? It’s not math. It’s not science.
There are certain things that have to happen; verbs usually follow nouns.
Pronouns usually have an antecedent. Those are good things. But this idea
that writing professors should operate in some kind of God-like objectivity
that grants everyone the stamp of goodness is a myth. And teachers all make
their tastes clear, and if you’re paying attention you know what the standards
of a class are. This is why we bring in published writers for students to read.
How else are we going to show what matters in writing?
TRR: Do the books often reflect your own perspective on writing?
GK: I will teach books I’m not super crazy about. Boy, Snow, Bird totally
lost its charm with the ending. I was just so mad. But I thought it was an
important book to teach. It got a lot of press, she's a young writer who gets a
lot of press. It was very inventive and interesting, and broke a lot of so-called
rules about point of view. It was great up until the last thirty pages.
But I think in the Readings class, I’m trying to show students the range of
things that are possible within the world of story. That’s why you have to read.
It just opens up the world to you as a writer. You go, “Oh my God! You can
do this? I had no idea.” You can’t expect the teachers to tell you, “Oh yes, you
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can change point of view in the middle of a paragraph if you want.” No, we’re
not going to tell you that because we’re still trying to teach you how to control
point of view. But I think there’s this idea that if you take three writing classes
as an undergrad, suddenly you’re a writer and you know everything. And
that’s just not true. But you can only learn as you do more and read more, so
all of this that we’re doing is introducing the possibilities, and it’s up to the
students to take the baton and run with it.
TRR: Is there anything in your writing life that you’ve never mentioned
in an interview?
GK: (laughing) Nope. I feel like I’ve told everyone pretty much everything.
And I wish I could take some of it back.
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SUBMISSIONS
Three Rivers Review accepts unpublished work by undergraduates at
institutions of post-secondary education in the Greater Pittsburgh area.
We do not accept simultaneous submissions. All submissions are
reviewed in anonymity.
Submissions are opened & reviewed between September 15 and January
15. Responses to submitted work can be expected by late March or early
April, following the reading period.
Submit up to 15 pages fiction (double-spaced) or 5 poems to:
Editor-in-Chief
Three Rivers Review
3500 Cathedral of Learning
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
or through e-mail as both a Microsoft Word (.doc) file and a PDF to:
ThreeRiversReview@gmail.com

Annual Three Rivers Review Poetry & Fiction Prize contest details are
made available during the Fall semester.
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